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ABSTRACT 
A gauge-invariant, nonperlurbative approach to QCD at large distances in the context of the 

Schwinger - Dyson equations and corresponding Slavnov-Taylor identities in the quark sector is presented. Milking 
only one widely accepted assumption that the full gluon propagator becomes an infrared singular like ( » у 2 ) - 2 in the 
со variant gauge, we find three and only three coiilincinent-type solutions for the quark propagator (quark confinement 
theorem). Our approach is free of ghost complications despite the fact tliaHlity play an essential role in nonperturba-
thre dynamics. We discover also that our approach implies the existence of a characteristic scale at which со-, fin emeu t 
and other nonperturbalivc effects become essential. We establish a close connection between quark confinement and 
dynamical chiral symmetry breakdown. 

We show also that multiplication by the quark infrared rcnormalization constant only, would make all the Green's 
functions infrared finite (multiplicative rcnormalizability). 

The bound-state problem in framework of Hethe-Salpetcr equation is discussed as well. 
Some basic physical parameters of chiral QCD have been calculated within our approach. The values of the 

, pion decay constant and quark condensate, 71.5 MeV < F < 93.3 McV, - 2 5 6 MeV < {qq)^ < - 2 0 0 MeV, 
respectively are obtained for reasonable, dynamical quark mass range 200 McV < A/ < 400 MeV. 

We obtained 035 MeV < Л с < 775 Л/eV for a scale at which confinement occurs. I'hcnoiuciiological 
estimations of these quantities are in good agreement with our numerical resull . 

В.Ш. Гсгохия и Д. Клуге: Феноменологическая динамика • КХД на Сольших расстояниях. KFKI-1991-21/A. 

АННОТАЦИЯ 

В контексте уравнений Дайсоиа-Швчигера и соответствующих тождеств Славнова-Тейлора в кварковои 
секторе предложен калибровочио-иивариаитный и иепертурбатиаиый подход к КХД на больших расстояниях. 
Сделав только одно общепринятое предположение, что полный глюоиный пропагатор становится инфракрас
но сингулярным подобно ( q 2 ) " 2 в обшей ковариантиой калибровке, мы наели три и только три конфайниен-
лягодобок решения для кшаркошого проплгатора. Наш подход свободен от трудностей, связанных с учетом 
духовых состояний. Мы обнаружили также, что наш подход требует существования характерного масштаба, 
при котором конфайнмент и другие иепертурбативные эффекты становятся существенными. Мы установили 
тесную связь между конфайнментом и динамическим нарушением киральной симметрии. Мы показали также, 
что все функции Грина мультипликативно ренормируемы. Проблема связанных состояний рассмотрена в 
рамках уравнения Бете-Солпнтера. Некоторые физические параметры киральной КХД были вычислены с по
мощью нашего подхода. Значения пионной константы распада и кваркового конденсата 71,5SFÍ93,3 МэВ и 
-256S<qq>1'3s-20O МэВ, были получены для разумного интервала динамической массы кварка 200 МэВаМа 
SA00 МэВ. Мы также получили, что масштаб, при котором иепертурбативные эффекты играют главную роль 
(коифайимент), лежит в пределах ЬЪЫЬЛ 775 МэВ. 

Gogohia V.Sh., Kluge Gy.: Fenomonologikus QCD dinamika nagy távolságoknál. 
KFKI 1991 21/A 

KIVONAT 

A Schwinger-Dyson egyenletek és a megfelelő Slanov-Taylor azonosságok alapján egy, nagy távolságokra érvényes 
mérték-invariás, nem pcrtiirbativ QCD közelítést dolgoztunk ki. Csak azt feltételezve, hogy a teljes gluoii propagator 
(n J )** 2 lipusú infrared szingiilaritású kovariáns mértéket használunk kimutatjuk, hogy három és csak három bezárási 
típusú kvark propagator megoldás található. Közelítésünk mentes a ghost komplikációktól annak ellenére, hogy azok 
alapvető szerepet játszanak a neiiipertiirbaliv dinamikában. Közelítenünk feltételezi egy karakterisztikus mérték 
létezését, ahol a bezárási és egyéb nempcrliirhaliv effektusok alapvetővé válnak. Szoros összefüggést állapítotunk 
meg a kvark bezárás és a dinamikai chiral szimmetria sértés közölt. 

Megmutatjuk, hogy az infravörös kvark reiiormalizálási konstanssal való szorzás egyedül, az összes Green függ
vényt inlravörös végessé leszi (intiltiplikativ rcnorinálhalóság). 

Kitérünk a kölöllállapoli probléma tárgyalására is a llelhe-Salpéter egyenlet alapján. 
A chiral QCD olyan alap paramétereit határoztuk meg, mint a pion bomlási állandó F és a kvark kondetizatum, 

amelyekre 71.5 McV < F < 93.3 McV, i lHve a - 1 5 6 McV < ( i /r / )^ 3 < - 2 0 0 McV, értékek adódnak, 
200 McV < Л/ < 400 McV. kvark tömeg esetén. 

Az.t találjuk, hogy a nem pertiirbativ hatások 035 MrV < Л, < 775 McV értéknél lépnek fel. 
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1. Introduction 

Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) [1, 2] plays a double role in quantum field theory. 

On the one hand, QCD is a modern theory of strong interection. From this point of 

view, it should gives one a-possibility to describe the properties of observed hadrons. 

On the another hand, QCD is a SUc(3) colour microscopic, gauge theory of interacting 

quarks and gluons, which have never been observed experimentally. For this reason, there 

arises one of the main problems in QCD, i.e. how to describe the real world of observed 

hadrons in terms of unobserved quarks pnd gluons. In close connection with this problem 

is another important problem in QCD - the ргоЫем of large distances. QCD is a well-

defined theory at short distances (high energy region) due to the asymptotical freedom 

phenomena [3, 4]. This makes it possible to use the perturbativc method to calculate any 

physical quantities in the high energy limit [5, 6]. Contrary to this case, little is known 

about QCD at large distances (infrared or low energy region). This region is responsible for 

nonperturbative effects in QCD, the most important of these nonperturbative effects being 

quark confinement [7, 8] and dynamical chiral symmetry breaking (DCSB) [9, 10]. There 

is a close connection between these nonperturbative phenomena [11-18]. In dual QCD, 

there is also a causal relationship between confinement and chiral symmetry breakdown 

[19]. 

In order to study these and other interesting effects one should to develop a non

perturbative approach to QCD at large distances. The system of the S'iiwinger-Dyson 

(SD) equations with corresponding Slavnov-Taylor (ST) identities for Green's functions 

can serve as an adequate and effective tool for the nonperturbative approach to QCD. The 

central role in this approach belongs to the quark propagator. The correct description and 

numerical calculation of the properties of the physical particles (e.g. pions) is 
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extremely difficult problem, because one needs to know a quark propagator that 

satisfies some necessary conditions. A quark propagator must be gauge-invariant, as well 

as being nonperturbative and infrared finite (regular at zero point), it should have no 

poles (confinement-type solution), and it should correspond to the dynamical breakdown of 

chiral symmetry ( see below ). A quark propagator also must be free of ghost complications, 

if it was obtained in any covariant gauge anil, finally, it must have correct asymptotic 

behaviour at infinity, i.e. it must asymptotically approach the free propagator at infinity 

(asymptotical freedom). 

Making only one widely accepted phenomenological assumption that the full gluon 

propagator becomes infrared singular like (q2)~2 at small momenta (q2 —* 0) in the covari

ant gauge [2, 15 - 23] (indicative of confinement, because in this case the Wilson loop [7] 

obeys an area law [24]), exactly such a quark propagator has recently been found withi.i 

our approach to QCD [15-17, 25, 2G]. Such singular behaviour of the full gluon propagator 

requires the introduction of a small infrared regulation parameter e in order to define the 

initial SD equations and ST identities in the infrared region (postponing to Sec. 2 the 

precise definition of the distribution (q2)~2 in 7i-dimensional Euclidean space). Because of 

this, the quark propagator and other Green's functions become dependent, in general, on 

this infrared regulation parameter (, which is to be set to zero at the end of computation 

f - » 0 + . 

Evidently, there are only two different types of behaviour of the quark propagator 

with respect to e in the с —• 0 + limit. If the quark propagator does not depend on the e 

- parameter in the e —• 0 + limit then one obtains the infrr.rcd finite quark propagator. In 

this case quark confinement is understood as the disappearance of the quark propagator 

pole at the point p2 = m 2 , where m is a quark mass. A quark propagator may or may 

not.be an entire function, but in any case the pole of the first order disappears [15, 17, 

25, 27-31]. On the other hand, a quark propagator can vanish after the removal (e —• 0 + ) 

of the infrared regulation parameter e. A vanisliing quark propagator is also a direct 

manifestation of quark confinement [2, 15, 16, 21, 32 - 34]. 

Using the visual decoinpositon of the quark propagator 

-iS(p)=pA(-p2) + B(-v2), (1.1) 

http://not.be
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DCSB can be implemented as satisfying the following condition 

{ Э Д , 7 5 } + = 2 г - 7 5 В ( - р 2 ) ^ 0 , (1.2) 

so that the 75 invariance of the quark propagator (1.1) is broken. This condition leads to 

the zero mass boson(Goldstone state) in the flavour axial-vector Ward- Takahashi (WT) 

identity(see Sec. 9). On the other hand, the quark must have a nonzero mass (nonper-

turbative) even if the "bare" mass of a quark is equal to zero (dynamical quark mass 

generation). For the quark propagator (1.1), which has no pole (for example, entire func

tion), nonpeturbative (effective) mass M is defined as [11] 

M = - B - , ( V = 0 ) = [ l S ( 0 ) ] - \ (1.3) 

so that one needs to find regular solutions for the finite quark propagator (1.1) in the 

infrared limit. 

We recently proposed a general, nonperturbative and gauge-invariant approach to 

QCD at large distances [15-17, 25, 26]. Norv we develop a method for the extraction of 

the infrared-finite Green's functions in QCD. Infrared finitencss of the Green's functions 

means that they do not depend on the infrared regidation parameter б as e —* 0 + . For 

this purpose, we have worked out a renormalization program in order to canscl all the 

infrared nonperturbative divergences, which makes it possible to obtain a close set of the 

SD equations and corresponding ST identities in the quark sector. 

Confirmation of the quark confinement and DCSB hypotheses on the basis of the 

infrared structure investigations of the SD equations and corresponding ST identities in 

the arbitrary covariant gauge is an extremely difficult problem because of the unknown 

ghost contributions in this gauge. We have also shown that for the covariant gauges the 

complications due to ghost contributions can be considerable in our approach. Moreover, 

we have found that the ghost degrees of freedom play an essential role in nonperturbative 

dynamics in QCD at large distances. We also establish a close intrinsic connection between 

quark confinement and DCSB. 

Here we present a general description of our approach to QCD at large distances,, which 

we term the dynamical quark propagator approach or phcnomenological dynamics in QCD 
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at large distances. We have proved the fundamental quark confinement theorem, which 

tells us that if one assumes gluon confinement then quark confinement holds. Moreover, 

we find three and only three confinement-type solutions for the quark propagator. By 

completing our renormalization program, we show explicitly that all Green's functions 

are multiplicative renonualizable. In other words, multiplication by the quark infrared 

renormaliztion constant only, makes it possible to remove all nouperturbativc divergences 

from the theory due to the corresponding conditions of cancellation of ibese divergences. 

We discover that our approach implies the existence of a characteristic scale at which 

confinement and other nonperturbativc effects begin to play a dominant role. One of 

the primary aims here is to use our nonperturbativc solution for the infrared-finite quark 

propagator in order to calculate in a self-consistent way basic dural QCD parameters, 

such as pion decay constant, quark condensate and so on (see Sections 9-11). We confirm 

numerically our expectation that the main contribution to the values of these parameters 

comes from the large distances, whereas the contributions from the short and intermediate 

distances can only be treated as perturbative corrections. A preliminary version of our 

numerical restdts has been published in an earlier work [35]. 

To recapitulate, the plan of this paper is as follows: in Sections 2 and 3 we examine 

covariant gauge quark and ghost propagators in the infrared region; the ST identities in 

the infrared region are investigated in Section 4. The conditions of a cancellation of the 

infrared divergences in the quark, ghost SD equations and ST identity for quark-gluon 

vertex function are given in Sections 2, 3 and 4, respectively. In Section 5, wc formulate 

and prove the quark confinement theorem, which implies that the quark SD equation 

has three and only three confinement-type solutions. We present a general discussion of 

these solutions in Sections 5 and G. Also in Section б we solve explicitly the SD equation 

with corresponding ST identity for the infrared-finite quark propagator in the chiral limit 

and in Section 7 we apply an effective potential in order to determine completely this 

solution. We also derive the nonperturbative (effective) quark mass. Section 8 is devoted 

to the bound-state problem. Chiral, non-singlet axial-vector Ward identity is discussed in 

Section 9, in which the explicit expression for the Bethe-Salpetcr pion wave function was 

obtained. In Section 10 we derive the expressions for some basic cliiral QCD parameters 
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(pion decay constant, quark condensate and others) in the standard current algebraic 

representations within our dynamical quark propagator approach. Section 11 presents 

our numerical results. The phenomcnological estimations of the calculated quantities are 

in a good agreement with our numerical results. Finally Section 12 we summarize our 

analytical and numerical results and discuss the perspectives briefly. 

2. The SD equation for the quark propagator 

Let us consider the exact, unrenormalized SD equation for the quark propagator in 

the momentum space (see Fig. 1) 

s-'(p) = SO-'(P) + 92cF I щ;тЛм)Э(р - 4h.D„b)> (2.1) 

where Cp is the eigenvalue of the quadratic Casimir operator in the fundamental repre

sentation ( for SU(N) in general CF = (JV2 - 1)/2JV = 4/3, N = 3 ) and 

S^(p) = -i(p-m0), (2.2) 

mo is a current (" bare ") quark mass, Гр(р, q) is the corresponding quark-gluon proper 

vertex function. The full gluon propagator in the arbitrary covariant gauge is 

Dß,(q) = -i {[<,„„ - 4-f-\ jA-42i«) + «q-f-} . (2-3) 

where a is a gauge fixing parameter (« = 0, Landau gauge). 

Assuming that in the infrared region 

<l(-q\a) = (£) + fl[a) + 0 ( 7

2 ) , 7

2 - 0, (2.4) 

where /i is the appropriate mass parameter, we obtain the generally accepted form of the 

infrared singular asymptotic» for the full gluon propagator [2, 15 - 23, 33] 

JW«)~foT 2 . «"-О. (2-5) 

In what follows, we will suppose that the infrared region is effectively decoupled from 

the ultraviolet region, for which a renormalization program is essential [21}. 
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As was mentioned in the Introduction such singular behaviour of the full gluon prop

agator at small momentum satisfies the Wilson criteria of quark confinement - area law [7, 

24]: On the other hand, (2.5) provides a linearly increasing quark-antiquark potential at 

large distances in the nonrelativistic limit. Morever, the cluster property of the Wightman 

functions in QCD fails [36] (see also [27]) and this makes it possible to admit such singular 

behaviour for the full gluon propagator in the infrared region. 

Many attempts have been made to obtain this singular asymptotics (2.5) solving 

the SD equations for the full gluon propagator in the infrared region, but there arose 

many problems and inconsistencies due to the complicated mathematical structure of this 

equation. It is more correct to consider the infrared singular behaviour (2.5) as a verisimilar 

confining Ansatz for the gluon propagator in order to use it as input information for the 

quark SD equation. Precisely such a program will be detailed in our paper. It would seem 

that the first attempts to obtain quark confinement by using this singular behaviour (2.5) 

within rather simple models were made in refs. [37] and [38]. 

In order to define actually an initial SD equation (2.1) in the infrared region (at small 

momenta) let us apply the gauge-invariant dimensional regularization method of 4 Hooft 

and Veltman [39] in the limit n = 4 -f It, ( —» 0 + . Here ami below с is a small infrared 

regulation parameter which is to be set to zero at the end of computing. In what follows 

we consider the SD equations and corresponding quark-ghion ST identity (see below) 

in Euclidean space (dnq —* id"qe, q2 —• -q\, p2 —> -p\, but for simplicity the 

Euclidean subscript will be omitted). 

Let us use in the sense of the distribution theory the relation [40] 

( g 2 ) - 2 + € = 7 * 4 * ) + ( « , V + 0(0 , ^ 0 + . С2'6) 

which implies that the full gluon propagator (2.3) in the infrared region behaves like 

Я,„(<7) = «"' Í>,lv(q), e - 0 \ (2.7) 

in the l - • 0 + limit and D^q) exists as € - » 0 + . Here and below {q2)+2 (n = 1,2) are the 

functional» acting on the main (test) functions according to the standard formulae [40]. 
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These formulae play no role in future analysis and therefore we will not write them down 

explicitly. 

Substituting (2.4)-(2.6) into the SD equation (2.1), we obtain the quark propagator 

expansion in the infrared region (in Euclidean space) 

s-'(p) = V ( P ) + 72r„(p,o)S(p)7<. 

+ CF9

2i J (£^Г„(р,g)S(p - 9) 7, [/iV); 1 + ß(a)] Uj,(í) (2.8) 

+ aCFg> J ^Г,(р,q)S(p - qb.4j^ + 0(e), e - 0 +, 

where g2 = Cf |jf2/i2ir2(2ir)~4 and D£„(fl) is a free gluon propagator in the Landau-gauge 

( d(-q2,a) = 1, a = 0, see eq. (2.3) ) 

As mentioned above, due to eq. (2.6), all Green's functions become dependent gen

erally on the infrared regularization parameter e, which is to Ы- set to zero at the end of 

the computation. In order to extract the finite Green's functions in the infrared region, 

we introduce the renormalized (infrared-finite) quark-gluon vertex function and the quark 

propagator S(p), as 

rtt{p1q) = Zl(e)t„(p,q)1 t -> 0 + , (2.П) 

and 

S(p) = Z2(()S(p), i - 0 + , (2.10) 

respectively. Here Zj(f) (i = 1,2) are the corresponding infrared renormalization con

stants. The «-parameter dependence is indicated explicitly to distinguish them from the 

usual ultraviolet renormalization constants. In all relations here and below, containing 

the infrared renormalization constants, the Í —»0+ limit is always assumed. There are no 

restrictions on the t —• 0 + limit behaviour of the infrared renormalization constants apart 

from the regular t dependence of the infrared renormalization constant Z^e) of the quark 

wave function. This required by the quark confinement definition (as mentioned in the 

Introduction), f ц(р, q) and S(p) are the renormalized (infrared-finite) Green's functions 

and therefore do not depend on e in the e —> 0 + limit, i.e. exist as ( —* 0 + . From eqs. (2.0) 

and (2.7) it follows that the infrared renormalization constant for the full gluon propagator 

is simply equal to £з(б) = e"1. 
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The infrared-unite циагк propagator means that the infrared renormalization constant 

of the wave funtion Z2{() does not depend on e-parameter in the e —» 0 + limit, i.e. 

Z2(«) = Z2, as e -• 0 + . So in this case from eq. (2.10) 

S(p) = Z2(<)S(p) = Z2S(P) = S(p). (2.11) 

Thus the finite infrared renormalization constants Z,(i = 1,2) can be always included 

into the definition of the corresponding infrared-finite (rcnormalized) Green's functions. 

In other words, these and other finite infrared rcnormalizr.tion constants (see below) play 

no role and can always put to be equal to unity without loosing generality. On the other 

hand, the vanishing quark propagator means that the infrared renormaiization constant 

£г(0 is a regular function of the (, i.e. tends to zero as « —• 0 + . 

In connection with relations (2.G-2.7), (2.9-2.10) and the similar relations below, let 

us to make a few remarks in advance. These equations play only auxiliary role in our 

approach and can be chosen almost as you like, by completing the renormalization process 

the concrete form of these auxiliary relations lose their importance. It is the regularized 

(infrared-finite) and guage-invariant set of equations of motion in the quark sector which 

have importance only (see Section 5). These equations do not depend on what concrete 

form was chosen for the mentioned relations. The correct treatment of such strong sin

gularity (2.6)-(2.7) by the gauge-invariant dimensional regularization method of t'Hooft 

and Veltman [39] enabled us to extract the required class of test functions in the rcnor

malized quark SD equations. The test functions do consist of the quark propagator and 

the corresponding quark-gluon vertex function. By the reno>*malization program we have 

found the regular solutions for quark propagator (Sections 5-7). Foi that very reason the 

relation (2.6) is justified, it is multiplied by the appropriate smooth test functions. 

From (2.8) and taking into account (2.9) and (2.10) one has as ( e -* 0+ ) 

S-*(p) = Z2(e)Sö'(p) + $ 2r„(p,0)S(ph, 4, (2.12) 

if and only if (iff) a cancellation of nonperturbative infrared divergences take place 

Zx{t)Z](t) = t, e - » 0 + . (2.13) 
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It is evident that this very condition and the similar ones below, govern the concrete the с -

dependence of the infrared renormaliz-ttion constants, which, in general, remains arbitrary. 

From (2.13) it follows, that the behaviour of the vertex infrared renormalization «instant 

Z\(t) is determined completely by the quark infrared renormalization constant Z2(t). Car

rying out our renormalization program, we show, that all other infrared renonnaliz.ition 

constants also can be expressed through the quark wave function infrared rcnormalization 

constant Zt(e) only. 

This is a quark convergence condition. Because of (2.13) gauge-dependent terms in 

the SD equation (2.8) become e - order terms. For this reason these noninvariant terms 

vanish in the < —» 0 + limit and we obtain (2.12) as the infrared content of the quark 

SD equation. For the infrared-finite quark propagator ( Z2(f) = Z 2 = 1 without loosing 

generality, as mentioned above ) we obtain that the corresponding quark gluon vertex 

function behaves like t in the f —• 0 + limit. It will be shown that such behaviour \r 

particular for the zero momentum transfer ( 7 = 0 ) 

Г,,(р,0) = еГ я(р,0), Í - 0 + (2.14) 

is not trivial, because in this case the solution for the infrared fiuitr quark propagator S(p) 

(2.12) can never be reduced to the free quark propagator 5o(p). 

The information about the quark-gluon vertex function at zero momentum transfer 

( q = 0 ) can be provided by the ST identity [41), which contains unknown ghost contri

butions in *he covariant gauge. Such kind of behaviour (2.14) of the quark-gluon vertex 

function (required by the infrared-finite quark propagator) can be obtained only at the 

expence of ghost degrees of freedom. For this reason let us consider in the next section 

the SD equation for the ghost self-energy. 

3. The SD equation for the ghost self-energy 

The ghost self- energy b(-k2) also obeys a simple SD eqiiation( see Fig.2 ) 

ik'b(-k2) = y*CA j jiLr„(* tg)<7(ft - q)(k - 9) rD„ r(fl), (3.1) 
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here CA is the eigenvalue of the quadratic Casimir operator in the adjoint representation 

(for SU(N), in general CA = N = 3). The ghost propagator is 

С <*>=)Ь М 1 + 'ц.*')) W> 

and 

( ? „ ( М ) = * А С А , . ( * , 7 ) (3.3) 

is the ghost-gluon vertex function ( С?дм = дхц in perturbation theory). 

Substituting (2.4)-(2.6) into (3.1) we obtain the ghost self- energy expansion in the 

infrared region (in Euclidean space) 

-ik*b(k2)=±g2Glt{ktO)G(k)kl, 

+ CA92i J { Ц ^ Л * . Q)G(k - g)(k - g)„ [,«V); 1 + /?(«)] DIM (3.4) 

+ aCAg2 J j$pGß(ktq)G(k - q)(k - q)„4-^ + 0(e), t - 0 + , 

where g\ = (CA/CF) g2. 

Similar to (2.7), (2.9) and (2.10) let us introduce the finite ghost self-energy 

b{k2) = Z(e)b{k2), < - » 0 + (3.5) 

and the ghost-gluon vertex function 

< ? M ( M = 2?(<)<7 , , (* , 9 ) , - 0 + , (3.6) 

where Цк2) and G^k^q) are finite by the definition and do not depend on parameter 

€ in the б - > 0 + limit. Z(t) and Z\[t) are the correspond hg infrared renormalization 

constants. The finite ghost propagator is defined as 

G(k) = Zs

2(€)G(k), e - 0 + , (3.7) 

where Z|(«) is also the corresponding infrared renormalization constant and G{k) exists 

as € -* 0*. 
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FVom eq. (3.2) it follows that the ghost infrared renormnlization constant Z\(t) is 

completely determined by the ghost self-energy infrared renormalization constant Z(t). In 

the case of singular dependence of the Z(e) on the e-parameter in the « —• 0 + limit, one 

simply obtains 

Z'{<) = Z-\t\ * - 0 + . (3.8) 

If Z(e) is a regular function of the e as e -* 0 + , the full ghost propagator simply reduces 

to the free propagator. Finally, if the ghost self-energy is infrared-finite (i.e. Z(e) = Z — 

1), then the ghost self-energy is also infrared-finite and without loosing generality one can 

always use the Z\{t) = Z\ — 1 replacement. 

Substituting (3.5)-(3.7) into (3.4), we obtain as 6 -• 0 + 

~ik2b{k2) = Á?G„(Jr,0)G(*)lt„ (3.9) 

as the infrared content of the ghost self-energy SD equation, iff a cancellation of the 

nonperturbative infrared divergences takes place in the e —» U+ limit 

2 ? ( 0 2 » ( 0 2 - ' ( 0 = *> е - 0 + . (3.10) 

This is the ghost self-energy convergence condition. Similar to a quark case, because 

of this condition gauge-dependent terms in the ghost self-energy expansion (3.4) arc the 

terms reorder с (~ 0(f)) and therefore vanish in the e -•* 0 + limit. Thus, the finite ghost 

self-energy (3.9) docs not depend on the gauge-fixing parameter a in the explicit form. 

Defining (in Euclidean space) 

,<?„(*, 0) = М-Л-2)Л(*2), 1ЭД1 < °° ( з п ) 

where A(0) exists as e —» 0 + , for the case of (3.8) we can solve the SD equation (3,9) in 

the к e 0 limit 

M 0 ) = $ , y í w = ± K 0 ) (3.12) 

and for thr case Z(e) s Z = 1 

h(0)=-\±]l\ + g]R(0), (3.13) 
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respectively. 

4. The ST identities in the infrared region 

Let us consider ST identity for the quark-gluon vertex function Г м(р, q): 

- »*„Г„(р, k) [1 + b(-fc2)] = [i - B{p, k)\ S-\p + k) - S~l(p\ [1 - B(p, k)}, (4.1) 

where b(—k2) is the ghost self-energy and B(p,k) is the ghost-quark scattering kernel [2, 

21, 42] (a skeleton expansion of this kernel is shown in Fig. 3). From (4.1) one recovers 

the standard QED type Ward-Takahashi identity in the 6 = В = 0 limit. 

For this reason it is necessary to consider from the beginning the infrared-finite ghost-

quark scattering kernel B{p, k) = B(p, k). Proceeding then to the infrared-finite Green's 

functions in this ST identity, we obtain 

- • V „(p, k) [z-'w + Ц-к3)] = (i - B(p, k)] S-ЧР+k)- s-\P) [i - в(р, k)\, 
(4.2) 

iff a cancellation of the nonperturbative infrared divergences occurs 

Z,(e)Z(e) = ^ - , ( 0 , < -»0 + . (4.3) 

This is the ST identity convergence condition. The ST identity (4.2) can be essentially 

simplified at zero momentum transfer (k = 0). 

In the Landau gauge ( a = 0 ) Taylor [41] has shown that 

£(p,0) = 0. (4.4) 

In the framework of our approach to the extraction of the infrared-finite Green's functions 

the terms, depending explicitly on a gauge-fixing parameter a ("a- terms") and violating 

Taylor's condition (4.4), are the terms of e order (~ 0(e) ). For this reason they vanish in 

the i -* 0 + limit and therefore Taylor's condition holds in our approach. 

In order to check this explicitly it is sufficient to investigate the first term B\{p,k) of 

the B(p, k) skeleton expansion (Fig. 3) 

BtiP,k) = -\дгСА J^SiP + ЧРЛР + <Ь</)<?,(* - 9, -q)G(k - «)!>„,(«), (4.5) 
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where CA i* the quadratic Casimir operator in the adjoint representation. With the help 

of (2.4)-(2.6), similar to (2.8) and (3.4), we obtain (in Euclidean space) 

B,(p, к) = -^?;5(р)Г м (р,0)С„(М)С(*) 

+ 92^f 1^8{р+ Ч)Г¥(Р + 9, 9)<?„(* - 9, -9)G(* - 9) 

х(Л 2);'+««)]1);,(?) 
+ °92^J (£^^(P + 9)Г„(Р + 9.9)<3>(* - 9, "9Х?(* - ч)^ + 0(e), 

б - » 0 + . (4.6) 

Proceeding to the finite functions, which were defined by the relations (2.9 - 2.10) and 

(3.5 - 3.7), we obtain (B, = # , ) 

Bi{p, *) = -\д2Ар)Г „(Р,0)<7„(М)<ЭД (4.7) 

iff a cancellation of the infrared divergences takes place in the e —* 0 + limit. 

Z2(<)Zx{t)Z\{t)Z'(t) = e , e - 0 + , (4.8) 

which, of course, coincides with the general convergence condition (4.3) by taking into 

account (3.10). Similar to the quark (2.13) and the ghost (3.10) conditions of cancellation 

of the infrared divergences, and because of this relation the gauge-dependent terms (a -

terms) in the expansion of the first term B\(p, k) became the terms of t order (~ 0(c) ). 

For this reason these terms vanish in the с —» 0 + limit; Using (3.9), from (4.7) we obtain 

Bx(P,k) = -!«5(p)f,(p,0)*,,b(* 2). (4.9) 

Taking it into account that Цк2) is finite at zero momentum к2 = О (3.12) or (3.13), we 

conclude that the diagram for £i(p, Jk) is of 0(k). In the same way it is possible to show 

that the second term Bt{p, k) of the skeleton expansion fo- the ghost-quark scattering ker

nel B(p, k) is of 0(k2) in the arbitrary covariant gauge and the condition of a cancellation 

of the infrared divergences coincides with (4.3) within our approach. These arguments are 

valid term by term in the skeleton expansion for the ghost-quark scattering kernel. Thus, 

we have the estimation 

Bn(p,k) = 0(kn), * - 0 (4.10) 
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and the condition of a cancellation of the infrared divergences again coincides with (4.8), 

so that Taylor's result (4.4) holds in our approach. 

Returning now to the infrared-finite ST identity (4.2), and differentiating it with 

respect to kßi passing to the limit Jt = 0 and taking into account (2.13, 3.10, 4.3) and 

(4.10), one finally obtains the following identity 

f„(p,0) Lz;\e) + \Ц0)\ = .ÓVS-'íp)-
Z J (4.11) 

- f c i O ^ f ^ O ^ i p ) , 

where 

and ЦО) is the finite ghost self-energy at zero point (3.12) or (3.13). 

Thus, this identity depends only on a quark propagator wave function infrared renor-

malization corstant Z2(c), which, by definition, is a regular function of the e-parameter 

as e - » 0 + . 

It is a general feature of our approach that the behaviour of all Green's functions 

in the infrared region depends only on the quark wave function infrared renormalization 

constant. From the quark convergence condition (2.13) it follows that the quark-gluon 

vertex function T(p,q) (including zero momentum transfers q - 0) in the infrared region 

behaves like 

rM(p,g) = eZ 2- 2( e)f,(p,g), < - 0 + . (4.12) 

Taking into account now all the three conditions of cancellation of nonperturbative 

infrared divergences (2.13, 3.10, 4.3) one obtains that the ghost degrees of freedom in the 

infrared region (also at Jfc = 0 zero momentum transfer) behave according to 

<?Др,*) = г %'(<)£,,(?,*), 

G(k) = eZZl(e)G(k), e - > 0 + , (4.13) 

Ь(*2) = Г%(е)Б(* 2 ) . 

It is necessary to point out here that it is only in our approach that the ghost-quark 

scattering kernel B(p, к) does not depend on parameter € (each term of its skeleton expan

sion does not depend on this parameter) and it is compatible with the corresponding SD 
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equations for the quark propagator and the ghost self-energy. There is a consistency be

tween the SD equations, the ST identity, the relations (2.7), (2.9), (2.10) and the auxiliary 

Ansatzes (3.5)-(3.7) in the infrared region. In any other case this consistency would be 

destroyed. The general basis of this consistency is, of course, the corresponding conditions 

of the cancellations of nonperturbative, infrared divergences (2.13), (3.10) and especially 

(4.3). The most interesting solution for the quark propagator is, of course, the solution for 

the infrared finite quark propagator. The possibiUty of the existence of the infrared-finite 

quark propagator was mentioned in [43] and briefly discussed in [25]. 

Let us note that the final results are expressed only in terms of the quark propagator 

wave function infrared re-normalization constant Z2(e). It means that despite the fact that 

the ghost degrees of freedom play an essential role, we nevertheless avoid the difficulties 

due to the Ward identity for the ghost-gluon vertex function GM(fc, q) in the infrared region 

[21, 44]. At the same time,it is the consideration of the ghost contributions that makes 

it possible to obtain the infrared-finite,gauge-invariant quark propagator. We see that for 

covariant gauges the complications due to ghosts can be considerable in our approach . 

Although our consideration was carried .?ut in the arbitrary covariant gauge effec

tively only the transverse part of the full gluon propagator D,lv{q) (2.3) makes sense in 

our approach. The longitudinal part (which depends on the gauge-fixing parameter a ) 

becomes of с - parameter order within our approach and therefore vanishes in the e —» 0 + 

limit. It is possible to say that the Landau gauge (a = 0 ) is preferable at least in the 

infrared region. 

Let us investigate the behaviour of the triple gauge field vertex Тд,,„(Л,д,г) in the 

infrared region with the help of a corresponding ST identity. The identity is [2, 21,42,45, 

46] 
[1 + b{k2)} kXTX(ttf(kf q, r) = (Г'{q2)GUq, *) ( / V - 9 V ) , ч 

(4.14) 
+ rf-VK?AM(r,*)(í7AV-rV), 

where к + q + г = 0 and d~*{z2) are defined in (2.3); G\„(q, k) is the ghost - gluon vertex 

function (3.3). 

Using now auxiliary relations (4.13), (d'^q2) and d~l(r2) do not depend on the t-

parameter at all), one obtains that the three-ghon vertex function in the infrared region 
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behaves like the quark propagator, i.e. 

TA^(t,9,r) = Za(e)fA | W(Är,9,r), e -»0+, (4.15) 

whore ?\iiv(k,q,r) is infrared-finite by definition and the corresponding ST indentity is 

[Of1® + Цк*)} k*TXß.(k,qir) = d-4q*)Gx,(qik) (g>»q* - , V ) 
(4.16) 

+ «T I ( r 2 )G A ^(r , f c ) ( i , A V-r A r ' ) . 

The four-gluon vertex function satisfies the following ST indentity [45-47] 

[1 + Чрг)] РАТл„.,(р,д,г,з) = <Г'(д2) № - , V ) В^,(д,р;г, 4) 

+ « T V ) (f * V - rV) J?J„(r,p;g,s) 

+ d-l(s*) (g»s* - , V ) Blß„(s,p;q,r) 
(4.17) 

- 2V«x(q, a, -q , -*)G A ,(g + s, p, r) 

- 2V„A(g,r, - g , -r)G A 4 (g + r,p,s) 

- T,t\(r,s, - r , -s)Gbß(r + s,p,g), 

where it is understood that p+r + s + q = 0. Here T with three Dirac indices and G with 

two Dirac indices denote the triple-gluon vertex functions (4.15) and ghost - gluon vertex 

functions (3.3), respectively. For simplicity, colour indices are suppressed. D9 with three 

Dirac indices is the corresponding ghost-gluon scattering kernel, which is shown in Fig. 4. 

In order to determine the behaviour of this kernel with respect to e (as « —» 0 + ) in 

the infrared region, let us recall that this kernel is contained in the ghost-gluon vertex 

according to its well-known decomposition [2,20,45,46], which is shown in Fig. 5. Having 

in mind this fact, the behaviour of this kernel with respect to e (as e - » 0 + ) in the infrared 

region, can easily be established, i.e. 

Bi^(Ptq,r,s) = r % 3 ( « ) * k ( f t l , r , « ) , € - 0 + , (4.18) 

where £ A M„(p,g,r,i) is again the infrared-finite kernel (exits as e - • 0 + ) by definition. 

In the derivation of (4.18), we used relations (2.7) and (4.13). Taking into account now 

relations (4.13), (4.15) and (4.18), one obtains that the four-gluon vertex behaves in the 

infrared region as follows 

í \^ í (p ,g ,r , í ) = Zl(e)fA M^(p,g,r,s), t-*0+, (4.'9) 
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and the corresponding ST identity is 

[«Zf'iO + 4P2)] P A ? W p , o , r , * ) = «Г V ) {gxW - „ V ) B{¥f{q,p;r,s) 

+«гЧг2) ( / V - гV) BJ,>>P;Í.*) 

+ <Г V ) ( g x t s * -*V) Bj„(s,p;o,r) 
(4.20) 

- T„*A(9, a, - i , -*)<?A*(9 + *,p, r) 

- T^A(9, г, - 9 , -r)(?Aí(g + r,p, s) 

- Т„*А(Г, в, - г , - S ) G A , ( г + л, р, 9 ) , 

so that the behaviour of this vertex as well as the behaviour of the triple vertex depends also 

only on the quark propagator wave function infrared renormalization constant Z2(e), which 

remains arbitrary within our approach. In principle, this constant can be specified via the 

Ward identity for the ghost-gluon vertex G„(*,g) = kxGx„{k,q) (3.3) [44]. Unfortunately, 

as this identity involves the m*irix elements of composite operators of ghost and gauge 

fields, it provides no useful information about the behaviour of this vertex in the infrared 

region with respect to e as e —»0+. 

5. Quark confinement theorem 

In the preceding sections we developed a method for extracting the infrared-finite 

Green's functions in QCD. For .his purpose, we worked out the renormalization program 

in order to cancel all the nonperturbative infrared divergences. The ST identity (4.2) with 

its convergence condition (4.3) has a crucial role in this program. Now we are ьЫе to 

formulate the main result of our approach in terms of the following theorem. 

Quark confinement theorem 

Let us assume that the full gluon propagator in the covariant gauge becomes an 

infrared singular like (q2)~2 at small momentum (q2 -* 0), then the quark SD equation has 

three and only three confinement-type solutions for the quark propagator in the infrared 

region. Two of them are infrared-vanishing { after the removal of the infrared regulation 
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parameter ) solutions. The third solution is an infrared-finite solution, but it has no pole 

and it implies dynamically chiral symmetry breakdown (DCSB). 

Proof 

Taking into account the results of the preceding sections, as the auxiliary lemmas to 

the quark confinement theorem, one can easily prove it. Indeed, let us write down the close 

set of equations for the infrared-finite quantities in the quark sector, obtained in previous 

sections 

S-Hp) = Z2{e)S;\p) + g2t „(p,0)5(ph,M (5.1) 

f,(p,0) fZ^íe) + |í(0)J = id„S-Hp) - \Ц0Щр)Г,(р,0)5-Чр). (5.2) 

Considering that the quark wave function renormalization constant 

2г(0 (2.10) should be always regular function of the t -parameter, one immediately obtains 

that there are three and only three different types in the quark propagator behaviour (2.10) 

as « —» 0 + . Indeed, from the quark ST identity (5.2) and from other identities obtained 

in previous section, it follows that the Zj(«) is a regular function of the c-parameter, 

nevertheless it can not tend to zero in any case stronger then t in the e —* 0 + limit. Thus, 

we obtain the first type of the quark propagator behaviour as e —* 0 + , namely it behaves 

exactly as e as e - » 0 + . 

I. 

i + \Чо) 

Z2{<) =«, S(p) = e5(p), {o.Z) 

5- , (р) = ^Гм(Р,0)5(р) > , (5.4) 

f(p) = id,S-l(p) - ^0)5(p)f , (p ,0)5- , (p) . (5-5) 

This system was first investigated by Pagels' [21] in his pioneer work on nonpertur-

bative QCD, where he found some particular solutions to this system. Thus, we obtain 

Pagels' solution (I) as a particular case of our general approach to QCD at large distances. 

Let us note that his system has a regular limit 5(0) = 0, which leads to the QED-typc 

Ward identity. The final form of this system ( equations for infrared-finite amplitudes 

Ä and Ё), unfortunately depends explicitly on the gauge-noninvariant gliost self-energy 
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at zero point ( 6(0) = 6(0, a)). Obviously the explicit flavour symmetry breaking can be 

included directly into the SD equation (5.4) according to 

S-\P) = imo + $*f „faOJÍOOifn, (5G) 

where mo = r'nto and лц» is the infrared-finite current quark mass. 

The second independent type of the behaviour of quark propagator can be obtained, 

if the infrared renormalization constant Zi{t) tends to zero more weakly than e as e -• 0 + , 

otherwise it remains arbitrary, so that 

II. 

eZ;l(t) = 0, S(p) = Z2(e)S{p), (5.7) 

5- 1 (p) = ^ ( p , 0 ) S ( p ) 7 ^ (5.8) 

Í6(0)r„(p,0) = id,S-%(p) - \40)S(p)tß(p,Q)S~l(p). (5.9) 

Contrary to the previous case, this system has no regular limit 6(0) = 0. Introducing the 

usual decomposition of the infrared-finite quark-ghton vertex function f^(p, 0) (sec eqs. 

(6.3) and (6.4) below ) and proceeding to the appropriate diinensionlcss variables (see also 

eqs. (6.6) below), the initial system (5.8) • (5.9) can be written as follows (normal form) 

A = " 7 A " Ä 7 ' 
' A ' (5.10) 

where Ä = Ä(t), В = B(t) and the prime now denotes the differential with respect to 

the Euclidean dimensionless independent momentum variable t. The ghost self-energy at 

zero point 6(0) is included in a new coupling constant Л (see definition (6.9) below), so 

that this system does not depend on this quantity explicitly. The exact solution of system 

(5.10) is 

Ä(t) = CAr2-\-\ (5.1!) 

B2{t) = CB + СAt"3 - ЬСАГ* - 3A"2í, (5.12) 
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where CA and Св »re arbitrary constants of integration. Setting CA equal to zero and 

CB to ЗЛ~3<о one obtains a regular solution 

Д(<) = - л - \ 
(5.13) 

B 2(t) = 3A- 2 ( to- t ) 

for the quark propagator. If current ( "bare" ) mass of a quark also diverges in the с -» 0 + 

limit ( in agreement with (5.7)) 

mo = Zj-^Ome, e - » 0 + , (5.14) 

where »h© exists as e - » 0 + , then this system should be rewritten as 

-, 2 - 21 21 

& = -\Á2B-1 + |тоД. 
(5.15) 

Assuming now that the infrared-finite quark mass n»o is small enough, we can use the 

idea of chiral perturbation theory [48] in order to consider this system. Concluding this 

part, let us note that even this solution with Zj(«) = e 1 ' 3 can be directly applied to the 

bound-state problem within the BS equation [26]. ( see section 8). 

Let us consider now, the third independent type of the quark propagator behaviour 

as e - » 0 + , the case when the quark wave function inrfared renormalization constant Z%{t) 

does not depend on e as e -» 0 + , i.e. Z2(«) = 1 (without loosing generality as mentioned 

above in section 2.) This leads to S(p) = $(p) and it- is convenient for our purpose to 

write down system of equations in this case explicitely in the next section. 

Thus, we have proved the first part of our theorem that there are three and only three 

different types in the quark propagator behaviour with respect to e as с - • 0 + . At the same 

time we have shown explicitly that all Green's functions are multiplicatively renormalizable 

within our approach. In other words, due to the corresponding conditions of cancellation of 

nonperturbative infrared divergences, multiplication by infrared renormalization constant 

of the quark wave function Zj{c) only, makes all the Green's functions infrared finite. The 

correct treatment of the initial strong singularity of the full gluon propagator using a gauge-

invariant dimensional regularization method in the frame of the distribution theory, enables 
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ue to demonstrate explicitly the multiplicative renormalizablety of the nonperturbative 

infrared divergences at large distances in our QCD approach. Concluding this part, let us 

underline again that the obtained system of equations in the quark sector (5.1)-(5.2) does 

not depend on what concrete form was chosen for the auxiliary relations, connecting the 

unrenormalized Green's functions with normalized (infrared finite ) ones. In the next 

section»let us finish the proofment of our quark confinement theorem. We will show that 

the third infared finite (from the begjning ) solution has no pole and it implies dynamically 

chiral symmetry breaking (DCSB). 

6. Infrared-finite quark propagator 

The third independent solution is the infrared-finite quark propagator. The initial 

system (5.1) - (5.2) in this case is (S(p) = $(p)) 

III. 

S-\P) = Ső'ip) + $2Г„(Р, 0)5(р) 7 м (6.1) 

Im^^id^^-imsip^ip^s-^p) (6.2) 
In order to solve system ill (6.1 - 6.2), it is convenient to represent the finite quark-

gluon vertex function at zero momentum transfer as follows 

f„(p,0) = F , ( P 2 ) 7 M + F2(p2)p> + F 3 (p 2 )p M p+ * , ( p 2 ) p V (6.3) 

Obviously, (6.3) is a four-vector decomposition in independent matrix components. Sub

stituting this representation into the ST identity (6.2) one can express the scalar functions 

Fi{p*) (i = 1*2,3,4) in terms of the quark propagator (5.4) scalar functions A and B. 

Let us point out that the ST identity (6.2) as well as identity (5.5) can be solved explicitly 
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without the help of (6.3)[43]. 

Flip)--lW) 

(6,4) 

Here the prime denotes the differential with respect to the Euclidean momentum variable 

Е(р2) = р2А2(р2) + В2(р2) (65) 

and i = 6(0) is the ghost self-energy at zero point (3.12). Proceeding now to the dimen-
sionless variables 

A(p2) = /Г2*(<), B(p2) = ^B(i), < = Р 2/^ 2 (6.6) 

and doing some algebra, the initial system (6.1)-(6.2) can be rewritten as follows (normal 
form) 

л, J l 1 ] , 21 21 „ ,„ „4 

В' = -%АгВ"1 + I (т 0Л - В), (6.8) 

where Л S A(t), В s B(t), and here the prime denotes the differential with respect to 
the Euclidean dimensionless momentum variable t. The coupling constant is 

А = !72(Ь(0)Г,(21гГ2, (6.9) 

where 6(0) is the finite ghost self-energy at the zero point (3.12). 
Thus our system (6.7), (6.8) does not depend ón this parameter in the explicit form. 

Instead of two different parameters,viz. initial coupling constant g2 and 5(0), we have 
only one parameter - the coupling constant Л (6.9) and therefore we avoid the difficulties 
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assoáated with the unknown ghost contributions in the rovartant gauge. Moreover, it is 

the consideration of those ghost degrees of freedom that makes it possible to obtain the 

infrared- finite, gauge-invariant quark propagator. As will explicitly be shown later, this 

system always has a chiral symmetry breaking solution (m 0 = 0, B[t) ф0). 

Our system (6.7), (6.8) excludes the trivial solution A = В = 0. Any nontrivial 

solutioos automatically breaks the 75 invariance of the quark propagator and it therefore 

leads to the spontaneous chiral symmetry breakdown (m 0 = 0, B(t) ф 0, dynamical 

quark mass generation). Singular dependence of the coupling constant (6.8) on the ghost 

self-energy at the zero point indicates the essential role of the ghost degrees of freedom in 

the nonperturbative dynamics in QCD at large distances. 

The system (6.7), (6.8) cannot be solved exactly in the general case (mo Ф 0), but it 

is possible to show that the solutions of this system cannot have pole-like singularities at 

any finite point on the real axis in the whole f- complex plane. It is a direct manifestation 

of quark confinement. 

Indeed, if the solution for the quark propagator is of pole-type, then the expansions 

of the invariant functions A(t) and B(t) in the neighbourhood of the pole t = -t0 must 

have identical representations (Euclidean space). 

Ait)=nrh m=HT%f' '--'•• ( 6 1 0 ) 

where a > 0 and functions A(t) and B{t) are the analytical functions at point t = -t0. 

Let us substitute these expansions into system (6.7), (6.8) anil consider the behaviour of 

this system of equations in the neighbourhood of the point / = —<0. Separating the most 

singular terms, one obtains that n must be equal to zero (o- = 0), so that our system dots 

not admit the pole-type solution for the quark propagator in the general case (mo ф 0). 

Let us consider the case m0 — 0. In this rase the initial system (6.7), (6.8) can be 

solved, exactly. The regular solution for the differential equation (6.7) is 

*w-gH«p(-!«)-!•!«}. (<U1) 

Asymptotic expansions of this solution are 

A{t) = -j + ~ t + 0{t2), Í - 0 , (6.12) 
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and 

М!)~-\ + Ъ$* f -°°- . ( 6 Л З ) 

Thus, the exact solution (6.11) has correct asymptotic properties (is regular at small t and 
asymptotically approaches the free propagator at infinity). Let us consider equation (G.8) 
for B(t) when mo = 0. Defining 

B{t) = ±¥> , /a(f) (6.14) 

an exact solution can be expressed as follows 

fii) = B2{t0,i) = 3exp(-i<) j' eexp(li')A 2(t')rft', (G.15) 

where <o is an arbitrary constant of integration. In the explicit form we have 

Ф)=звф(-Jow«e) - m,} (еле) 
where 

«ЧШ4<-Ч(!)Ч!Н(хИ!<) 

Ко'<М^)-Ш)'<^И<-ч;<)} 
+ 

+ 
and 

c(ío) - *(<•). (6.1?) 

Here Ei(z) is the exponential integral function. Asymptotic expansions of this solution 

are 
tff) = B2(t0,t) = c{l - | ( l + ~ ) t + 0(<2)}, í -4 0, (6.19) 

where с is slightly different from c(<o), i.e. 

c = 3c ( t 0 ) -^ ( l - ln2 ) (G.20) 

and (at fixed fy) 

V ( 0 = S2(<o,<) = -2АГ 2 {1 - Ь г 1 + 0 (Г 2 ) } , < - +00. (6.21) 
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The real part of the exact solution for B(t0, f) (6.15) in the region t > t 0 (see also (6.21)) 

is identically equal to zero, according to mo = 0. 

Thus, the solution for B(t0,t) as well as the solution for A(t) have correct asymptotic 

behaviour at small t and at infinity. 

The region t > to can be considered as perturbative whereas the region t < to can be 

considered as nonperturbative regions, respectively. Approximating the full gluon prop

agator by its deep infrared asymptotics such as (q2)~2 in th? whole range [0,oo), we 

nevertheless obtain that our solution for the dynamical mass function J?(t0,t)) manifests 

the existence of the boundary value momentum (dimensionless) to , which separates the 

infrared (nonperturbative) from the intermediate and ultraviolet (perturbative) regions. 

И QCD confines , then a characteristic scale, at which confinement and other non

perturbative effects become essential, must exist. Evidently, the arbitrary constant of 

integration to should be related to a scale at which nonperturbative effects (such as con

finement and DCSB) begin to play a dominant role (in the framework of our approach to 

QCD at large distances). On the other hand, this parameter to in the solution (6.15) for 

the dynamical mass function B 2(to,t) can be interpreted as an ultraviolet cutoff (see next 

section). To reproduce the correct asymptotic behaviour at infinity within the expression 

(6.15) for mass function £*(to,t) one nee\s formally to direct t and to to infinity simulta

neously and uniformly (f,fo —» oo). In this case B(tQ,i) is identically equal to zero in the 

perturbative region, according to mo = 0. 

The exact solution for A(t) (6.11) has no pole-type singularities at any finite point 

on the real axis in the whole t-complex plane. The exact solution for the dynamical mass 

function B2(to,t) also has no pole-type singularities at any finite point on the real axis 

in the nonperturbative region f < f о and has only a branch point in the t-complex plane, 

at t я to. Therefore, the exact solution for the infrared-finite quark propagator in the 

In general, mass function B(U, t) has a significant dynamical role, while the amplitude 

A(t) contributes to the quark wave function renormalization. 

The complete investigation of the analytical properties in the t-complex plane and 

bifurcation behaviour of the initial system (6.7,6.8) requires separate consideration. These 
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chiral limit (mo = 0) is a confinement-type solution. 
Prom eqs.(6.11 - 6.13) and (6.15 - 6.21) it can be seen easily that our quark propagator 

is nonperturbative, gbuge-mvariant, free of ghost complications ( it does not depend ex
plicitly on gauge-fixing parameter and the ghost self-energy at zero point) and has no pole 
at any finite point on the real axis in the whole t-complex plane (confinement solution). 
Our quark propagator is also infrared-finite (regular at zero point) and approaches the 
free propagator asymptotically at infinity. Thus, the proposed quark propagator satisfies 
all of the required conditions. 

In the next section we use the effective potential method for composite operators [49] 
to establish the physical nature of the arbitrary constant of integration to-

» 
7. The effective potential and the nonperturbative (effective) quark mass 

The effective potential method for composite operators [10,49] can be applied, to the 
choice of the correct "physical" solutions in the problems of dynamical breakdown of chiral 
symmetry in the framework of the SD equations (see, e.g. [10, 50, 51]). 

The effective potential in the quark sector is 

V ( 5 ) " " ' / ( 2 ^ T r { l n ( 5 ° ~ , 5 ) " ( 5 ° " 5 ) + 1 } + V a ( 5 ) ' ( 7 1 ) 

where S(p) and 5o(p) are the full and free quark propagators, respectively. V2(5) is the 
sum of all two-particle irreducible vacuum diagrams, satisfying the following equation 

fi^—TM. (7.2) 

where E(p) is the quark self-energy. Varying the effective potential with respect to the 
quark propagator, one obtains the corresponding SD equation 

^ = 5 - , ( P ) - 5 0 - , ~ » E ( P ) = 0 . (7.3) 

investigations are not directly connected with the numerical computations of some basic 
chiral QCD parameters, which is one of the primary aims of this paper. 
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Using the following relation (identity) 

V2(5) = - I J £jL Tr{K(p)S(p)} (7.4) 

and also SD equation (7.3), then the effective potential can be evaluated as follows 

v{s)=~*7 &&Tr { H s ° , $ ) " l { s ° , s ) + 1 } • ( 7 5 ) 

Let us now use the well-known expression 

Тг1п(5 0- !5) = InrfcfiSp-'S) = 

= 2lnP

2 [P

2A2(-p2)-B2(-p2j\ ( 7 ' 6 ) 

and going to Euclidean space (d*p ~* idnp, p2 -* -p2 ) and dimensionless variables 

(6.6), finally we obtain (n = 4) 

oo 

V(A,B) = ^ fdtt{\nt \tA\t) + D\t)) + M(f) + 1). (7.7) 
о 

The solution for A(t) is completely determined and the solution for D(t0tt) (6.15) 

depends on the one arbitrary constant t 0 . As was pointed out in the previous section, the 

exact solutions for A(t) asymptotically approach the free propagator solution. Asymptotic 

expansion of the mass function B2(t0,t) is given by expression (6.21). For this reason, 

the effective potential (7.7) diverges in the ultraviolet limit. In order to define strictly 

the effective potential in the ultraviolet region it is necessary to introduce an ultraviolet 

cut-off Л. It is easy to sec that the effective potential (7.7) has a minimum in the region 

t0 > Л at the point t0 = A. We obtain that the arbitrary constant of integration / 0 must 

be identified with the tdtraviolet cut-off Л. It should be pointed out here that in order to 

calculate any physical quantities such as quark condensates, pion decay constant, meson 

mass spectra via the Bethe-Salpeter equation and others, one certainly needs to introduce 

an ultraviolet cut-off A. 

So our quark propagator contains two natural (intrinsic) parameters: the coupling 

constant Л and the mass parameter /t 2, characterizing the scale of confinement. The third 

parameter to (arbitrary constant of integration) must be identified as ultraviolet cut-off 

file:///tA/t
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Л via the effective potential method, but nevertheless our quark propagator dermis only 

on two independent parameters (see also Section 10 ). 

At the same time, the arbitrary constant of integration t0 should be related to the 

confinement scale Л с (a scale at which nonperturbative effects become essential). For this 

reason, in order to obtain the numerical values of any physical quantity, for example such as 

pion decay constant (see Section 10), the integration over the whole range [0, oo] reduces 

to the integration over the nonperturbative region [0, to]. where both solutions for A(t) 

and £ ( t 0 , i ) exist and mass function B(t0,t) does not identically equal zero. It is necessary 

to emphasize here, that the main contribution to DCSB as well as to the values of the 

pion decay constant and other physical quantities comes from the nonperturbativc region 

(large distances), whereas the contributions from the short and intermediate distances 

(perturbative region) can only be treated as perturbative corrections. We shall confirm 

this physically reasonable assertion numerically in Section 11. 

Let us now calculate the nonperturbative (effective) quark mass M defined in (1-3). 

Restricted by the main term in the asymptotic expansion of v(0,f o) at large t0 (6.15)-

(6.18), finally we obtain the well-known formula 

which exhibits an essential singularity in the coupling constant Л, in accordance with the 

renormalization group solutions in the infrared region [2, 21]. As is well known this nonan-

alytic dependence on coupling constant Л is a characteristic feature for the nonperturbativc 

solutions in QCD at large distances (infrared region). 

Concluding this part of our paper ( Sections 6 and 7 ) we would make a few remarks. 

Chiral symmetry is automatically broken at any (nonzero) value of the coupling constant 

Л (6.9). In the infrared region the coupling constant is already strong enough and therefore 

without fail exceeds the possible critical value, provided by the contributions to CSB from 

intermediate and ultraviolet regions ( see, for example, Rets. [52] and [53]). The second 

remark concerns the important problem of the analytical continuation of the solutions of 

the SD equations for the quark propagator to the timelike region (Wick rotation) [27]. 

It would seem that the Wick rotation of the nonperturbative solutions (with typically 
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exponential nonanalycity in the coupling constant) cannot l>e performed without any ad

ditional conditions. For example, our solutions (6.11) and (6.15) - (6.18) for the infrared -

finite quark propagator can, in principle, be analytically continued to the timelike region 

(f —» — oo) if one changes simultaneously the sign of the ghost self-energy at zero point. It 

can be done formally because the SD equation for the ghost self-energy at zero point has 

two solutions: positive and negative (see definition of the new coup ing constant Л (6.9) 

and eq. (3.12)). However, we have no problems with Wick rotation in any case within our 

approach to QCD at large distances. In order to calculate physical quantities, we always 

perform integration over the nonperturbative region, which is finite t < t0 and its size is 

determined by the confinement scale Л с (see below, Section 10 ). 

The third remark is closely related to the second one and it concerns the solutions of 

the initial system (6.7), (6.8), which can be chosen as singular at zero point, but they are 

regular at infinity in both direction (t —* dboo). Indeed, it can easily be checked that the 

expressions 

Mt)—\ + ~ (7-9) 

and 

are the solutions of the initial system (6.7), (6.8). The asymptotic expansion of this solution 

coincides with the asymptotic expansion of the dynamical mass function B2(t0,t), which 

is given bj cq. (6.21). 

8. Bound-state problem 

Together with quark confinement and dynamical cliiral symmetry breaking 

(DCSB) the bound-state problem is one of the most important nonperturbative problems 

in QCD. A major problem in gauge field theory is to find a gauge-invariant approximation 

to the bound-state problem, since one holds no hope for an exact solution. Our primary 

aim here is to show that within our approach and on the basis of the solutions obtained 

for quark propagators and corresponding quark-gluon vertex functions that one can treat 
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tbe bcund-state problem nonperturbatively and in a gauge-invariant way at least in the 

infrared region [26]. 

In order to show this explicitly, let us consider the exact Bethe-Salpeter (BS) equation 

far the bound-state meson amplitude B(p,p') [54,55] 

SfipmpJ^tf) = J<r<,>C(p,p';q)B(p,p,;<,) (8.1) 

(for simplicity, all numerical factors are suppressed), where S^x(p) and Sf ' (p ' ) are the 

inverse quark and antiquark propagators respectively, and K'. is the two-particle irreducible 

(2PI) BS kernel. For colour-singlet, flavour-nonsinglet amplitudes B(p,p') the exact BS 

equation is shown in Fig. 6. Flavour-singlet mesons require special treatment since pairs, 

etc of gluons in colour-singlet states can contribute to the direct-channel processes. 

The skeleton expansion of the two-particle irreducible kernel К is indicated in Fig. 

7. The BS equation is a homogeneous linear integral equation for the B(p,p') amplitude. 

For this reason the meson bound-state amplitude B(p,p') should be considered always as 

infrared-finite, i.e. В = В. In order to express BS equation (8.1) in terms of the infrared-

finite quantities, let us introduce the infrared-finite BS kernel by the relation (K. exists as 

e-*0+) 
*(P. P'; 4) = ZK(c)K(pt p'; q), t - 0+ (8.2) 

It is necessary to point out here that the BS infrared renormalization constant ZK{C) 

does not depend on which skeleton diagram is to be taken into consideration. Evidently, 

only such kind of solution for £к(е) should be accepted in order to obtain an infrared-finite 

eigenvalue problem for the bound-states. 

From (8.1) and taking into account relations (2.10) and (8.2), one obtains as с -+ 0 + 

3;\Р)В(Р,Р')В;ЧР') = jА£(рУ;9)Я(р,р';д) (8.3) 

as the infrared content of the BS equation, iff a cancellation of the non per tur bat íve infrared 

divergences takes place 

Zf2(e)=Z*-(<), < - 0 + - (8-4) 

This is the exact BS equation convergence condition. Similarly to the quark case, 

because of this condition the finite terms depending , for example, on a gauge-fixing 
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parameter vanish in the e - • 0 + limit in the infrared region. The problem now is to 

calculate the BS infrared »-normalization constant Zs{() explicitly. 

Let us note here that analysis of the behaviour of the Green's functions with п^м.ч* 

to < in the e -* 0 + limit is the same as "dimensional f -analysis" of these functions. In 

general, each skeleton diagram of the BS equation skeleton expansion (Figs. G, 7) contains: 

an n independent loop integration whose "dimension" is equal to - n , because of (2.7); 

П| quark-gluon vertex functions whose "dimension" is equal to [tZ?2^)]"1, because of 

(4.12); n 2 quark propagators whose "dimension" is equal to [Z^f)]" 1 , because of (2.10); щ 

three-gluon vertex functions with "dimension" (Я-Дб))"* , l>ccause of (4.15); щ four-gluou 

vertex functions with "dimension" (Z| ( í ) ]" 4 , because of (4.19). So that Zx(f) is equal to 

ЗД0 = e" n [€Z 2- 2(€)]"' [Z2(f)r [ Z , ( 0 P [Z?(f)]" 4 , « - 0 + . (8.5) 

On the other hand, it is easy to see that for each skeleton diagram the following 

relations hold: 
n 2 = Tt| - 2, 

(8.C) 
2n = ?i| + « з + 2TI 4. 

Substituting these relations into the BS convergence condition (8.4), one finally ob

tains 

Zf 2 (<) = Z K ( 0 = ^ni-"Z-2{()[Z2(f))-2l"'-"\ t - * 0 + . (8.7) 

The number of quark-gluon vertex functions щ is always bigger than the number of in

dependent loop integrations n in each skeleton diagram, so that relation (8.7) has only a 

unique solution 

Z2(f) = ^, ZK(t)**rl, f - 0 + (8.8) 

i.e. Zh(() does not depend on the skeleton diagram's n - numbers (n, гц, ri 2, HJ, «4 ), 

as is reqitired for the infrared finite BS equation. From (8.3) and (8.7), one obtains that 

each skeleton diagram in the skeleton expansion of the BS eqaution behaves like f - 1 in 

the с —» 0 + limit, so that nonperturbative infrared divergence* on both sides of the initial 

BS equation (8.1) can match. 

It should be pointed out that the main role in the " f - dimensional " analysis is played 

by the number of the independent loop integrations n, but not by the number of full gluon 
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propagators in each skeleton diagram. Only in the skeleton diagrams which contain no 

three- and four-ghion vertex functions (п 5 = n 4 = 0, for example diagrams 7(a), (b), 

(e) ), do these numbers equal each other, and therefore щ = 2n. In skeleton diagrams 

containing three- or four-gluon vertex functions, these numbers do not coincide. Let us 

consider, for example, skeleton diagram 7(c). This diagram leads to two independent loops 

integration in the BS equation, despite there being three gluon propagators. Integration 

over first loop variable qi, according to (2.6)-(2.7), gives one the factor c" 1 and, at the 

same time, enables one to increase the infrared singularity in the second loop integration 

over variable 93, because of the initial 6 - function (2.6) in the first loop integration. The 

variable 93 reduces to 92 —* —9з (91 + 92 + 9з = 0 ). Infrared singularity over loop variable 

9э is now ( 9 з ) _ 3 + ' - Within the distribution theory [39], one again obtains 

(93 2 )- 3 + í = í- I «[* 4 (93)] ' + 0 ( l ) , e - » 0 + , (8.9) 

where the prime denotes the differential with respect to 93 and a is a constant. Thus, 

within the distribution theory, the infrared singularity enhancement does not change the 

behaviour of the full gluon propagator with respect to e. The only change is that the limit 

of the infrared-finite gluon propagator in this case is 

t l i m + ^ ( 9 3 ) = a[6 4 (9 3 )] ' . (8.10) 

in comparison with (2.6). The same effect also works in the skeleton diagrams containing 

four-gluon vertex function (for example, diagram 7(d) ) and so on. 

It is interesting now to investigate case I. (Pagets' solution {21}) and our solution III 

respectively. In the first case, the left-hand side of the BS equation diverges like t~2 in the 

€ -» 0 + limit(see (8.7)), whereas the right-hand side of the BS equation diverges according 

to 

2 * ( < ) ~ < " 2 " ( n , " n ) . « - 0 + (8.11) 

Since n\ > n alwiys, we obtain the accumulation of the infrared divergences in the 

skeleton expansion of the BS kernel. For example, each skeleton diagram with П3 = n4 - 0 

( so-called "ladder-like" diagrams) diverges more strongly than the one before. Of course, 
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it is not accepted because one holds no hope of summing up even though the most inliared 

singular parts in the skeleton expansion and one should then take the limit e —» 0 + in order 

to obtain an eigenvalue problem for B(p, p'). Let us consider now the third case, which 

leads to the infrared-finite quark propagator S = S. For this case the left-hand side of the 

BS equation is infrared-finite (see (8.7)), but the right- hand side vanishes ( at least as t 

in the Í —» 0 + limit) according to 

ZK(e) ~ c"'— n, > n, ( -> 0 + . (812) 

We obtained that the infrared-finite bound state amplitude B{p,p') again depends on 

the «-parameter. This is in contradiction with its initial definition, so B(p,p') cannot be 

determined via the BS equation in this case. In all three cases the infrared-finite bound-

state amplitudes can be found through the corresponding axial-vector Ward identity (see 

next section). Concluding this part, let us note that in these two cases the BS infrared 

renormalization constant ZK(C) become dependent on each skeleton diagram n - numbers 

(n, r»i, n 2 , n 3 , n4 ), and precisely for this reason these .solutions (I, III ) cannot be used 

to obtain an infrared-finite BS equation. 

Thus, it is found that only the second solution with Z2(f) = с*!2 can be applied 

directly to the bound-state problem within our approach. All Green's functions in this 

case behave like 

S(P) = €,ftS{p)t TX(ll,{k,q,,i) = « " ^ „ „ ( M . J O . 
(8.13) 

I\i(*,<7) = Г / . ( М ) . TXflvt(k,q,r,s) = (tx^vi{k,q,r,s), 

and the ghost degrees of freedom behave like 

G„(M) s 6 , (* , , ) , <?<*) = < , / 2 <ЭД, />(fc2) = Г*'2Цкг) (8.14) 

in the infrared region, including the zero momentum transfer (q - 0), as e -* 0 + . 

It should be pointed out here that our solution for the quark propagator does not 

coincide with so-called "good" solution of Ref.[32]. In their solution, the quark-gluon 

More precisely, one must take into account the perturbative (ultraviolet) part of the 

BS kernel in this case. 
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vertex function behaves like e"1 in the с —» 0 + limit, while the ghost-gluon vertex function 

G,,(K,0) vanishes as с as e -» 0 + . From (8.13) and (8.14) it is easy to see that our solution is 

quite different. Apparently, the solution m R»f.[32] coincides with one-loop approximation 

(Гр —* 7p) in the solution of the corresponding SD equation for the quark propagator. In 

this approximation the invariant function B(p7) in the usual decomposition of the quark 

propagator behaves exactly like б 1 / 2 , and A(p7) behaves exactly like c, as e —» 0 + [34]. 

ТЬл solution for the quark propagator (5.13) and the solutions of system (5.15) with 

the corresponding solution (6.4) for the quark-gluon vertex function can directly be ap

plied to the BS equation in case of mesons and diquark states [56] within the so-called 

"generalized ladder" approximation, which is shown in Fig. 8. Integration over the loop 

variable will be simple because of the corresponding 6 -function in the BS kernel provided 

by the infrared singular asymptotics of the full gluon propagator (2.6), (2.7). 

9. Chiral axial-vector Ward identity 

The standard QCD Lagrangian is actually symmetric under the chiral group 

SUR(N) x SUL(N) x t/ß(l) x UA(1) in the limit of massless quarks. Here N is a number of 

different flavours and J/B(1) and ^/»(l) correspond to baryon (observed) and axial baryon 

(unobserved) numbers' conservation, respectively. If the chiral SV{ JV)x SU(N) symmetry 

is spontaneously broken to SU(N) in the vacuum,then the Goldstone theorem [57] implies 

the existence of an (N2 — 1) multipiet of massless pseudoscalar bosons (Goldstone states). 

For three flavours (N=3) this multipiet must be identified with the pseudoscalar octet 

(x°, ir*, К0, К0, Jf*, TJ). Evidently, in this case the Goldstone states associated with the 

dynamically broken chiral symmetry should be considered as the quark - antiquark bound 

- states. The wave functions of such bound states can be restored from the corresponding 

axial vector chiral Ward identity. 

Let us consider for this purpose non - singlet, axial-vector Ward identity in the chiral 

limit (mo = 0) 

Ч Л ( Р + « . Р ) 8 ( у ) bs-'ÍpJ + ̂ ' íP + í b ) . ( 9 Л ) 

The UA(\) problem within our approach needs to be considered separately. 
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where q—p'—p and the quark propagator is given by 

-iS(p) = pA(-p2) + B(-p2). (9.2) 

In connection with (9.1) one has to point out that in general A' is SU{N) flavour matrix 

and in the massless case the quark propagator is proportional to the unit matrix in the 

flavour space. Substituting the inverse quark propagator from eq. (9.2) into the Ward 

identity eq. (9.1) one obtains 

*§Л,(р + Я*) = «' ( Ъ ) Ъ № - Р 2 ) + B(-(P + q)2)) + qÄ(-(p + q)2) 

+ Pß(-(p + q)2)-Ä{-p2)\h (9-3) 

where 

A(-p2) = A(-p2)D~\-p2), 

B(-p2) = B(-p2)D-\-p\ (9.4) 

D(-p2) = p2A\-p2)-B2(-p2). (9.5) 

One gets similar expressions for A{—(p + q)2) and B(-(p + </)2), respectively. 

It follows from eq. (9.3) that one can get the non-zero dynamical(eftective) quark 

mass defined in (1.3) 

Л/ = В(0) = {»5(0)}- 1 (9.6) 

iff Гвм(р+д,р) has a pseudoscalar pole at q7 — 0 (Goldstone pole). On the other hand, the 

Lorentz invariance and parity allow one to write T*ilt{p+q, p) in terms of twelve independent 

form factors. Substituting this representation into the Ward identity (9.3), one obtains 

four relations between various form factors. After some algebraic manipulations the axial-

vector vertex can then be represented in the following way 

П„(р + q,p) = ( y ) 71 Jj P , + & + pG3 + pqG4) + r í > + g,p), (9.7) 

where 

Ü, S G,(p + q,p) = [B(-p2) + B{-{p+q?) ~ (pq)G2, 
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G2 = G2{p + q,p) = [Ä{-(p + q)2\-Gx-(pq)Gry (9.8) 

G3 = G3(p + 7,P) = \Ä(-(P + Я?) - М-р2)) - (pq)G3, 

G4 = G4(p + g,p) = - G 4 - (9P)G,O 

rij(p + i,p) = ( y J 75 hßGt + p„G2 + P ( . № + rrßG4 + G>(9)} (9.9) 

is a regular piece of the axial-vector vertex with form factors G, = Gj{—p2,— jf2, —q2) 

(j = 1,2,3,4), which are regular functions of the arguments. 

In expressions (9.8) the terms of order q2 can be omitted because in what follows we 

will be interested only in the contributions of order q to the functions Gj(p + q,p). 

Thus the axial-vector vertex Г^(р + q,p) has indeed a singularity(pole) at q2 = 0 

(Goldstone pole, corresponding to the massless pion) with residue proportional to the pion 

decay constant FK 

G\{p + 9,p) = -jr ( j ) 7 5{G, + qG2 + pV3 + pqG4). (9.10) 

Here G\{p + q,p) represents the proper pseudoscalar meson-quark-antiquark vertex func

tion and the right hand side of this equation is nothing other than the decomposition 

of the Bethe-Salpeter pion wave function into independent matrix structures. At zero 

momentum transfer (q = 0) one obtains the identity (in Euclidean space ) 

F„Gi(p,p) = 2B(p7) (9.11) 

for unit axial-vector formfactor (дл = 1). This is the Goldberger - Treiman (GT) relation 

at the quark level. Making a simple assumption 

G,(0,0) = !*nvw, MN ~ ЗА/ (9.12) 

one recovers from (9.11) the standard GT relation for pion-nucleon physics. 

FKgnNN = MN, (9.13) 
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where Мы denotes the nucleon mass. The generalizations of the GT relations to the 

flavour singlet channel were derived recently in Refe. [58]. 

10. Chiral QCD parameters 

The pion decay constant is one of two important chiral QCD parameters, the DCSB 

order parameter, the quark condensate is the other important chiral QCD parameter. 

All other parameters in chiral QCD are expressed by means of these two independent 

parameters (see below). In QCD, there is an exact representation for the pion decay 

constant, derived in Ref. [59]. This representation is free of overlapping divergences.but 

requires the explicit investigation of the corresponding BS scattering kernel. Calculation of 

the pion decay constant in the Jackiw-Johnson (JJ) representation [59] within our approach 

is to be submitted for separate publication. Here we employ the standard current algebra 

representation for this quantity, this representation is ver}' convenient for calculating the 

contributions from the nonperturbative region. 

In the current algebra the pion decay constant Fw is defined as 

(0|^„(0)К>(9)) = iFnq^i (10.1) 

( Fw = ЭЗ.ЗМеК normalization is used). Clearly, eq. (10.1) can be written in terms of 

pion-quark-antiquark proper vertex (9.10) and quark propagators as 

iF^i = J ^TT{ (Jfj ъу^р + q)G{(p + 9,p)5(p)}. (10.2) 

Here and below, a trace over the Dirac and color indices is understood. To get expressions 

for F„ one has to differentiate both sides of eq. (10.2) with respect to external momentum 

g„ and set then qv = 0. This is shown in Fig.9. 

Let us denote the first term in Fig.9 by D^„(á) and the second one by D^v{b). By tak

ing into account the Bethe-Salpeter pion wave function (9.10) at zero momentum transfer 

(q=0) and also (9.2) with the substitution p -* p + q, the expression for the first term 

can be evaluated easily. Going over now to Euclidean space (tfp -* id*p, p2 -* —p7) and 
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using dimensionless variables (6.6), the final result of the evaluation of the first term can 

be written as 

D(a) = ^g^D%{a) = ± ^ ^ j ^ dttB(t){-[AB + ±t(A'B - AB')}}, (10.3) 

where 

A~A{t), B = B(t), 

B(t) = 3(t)E-l(t), (10.4) 

E{t) = tA2{t) + B2(t). 

Here and below, the primes denote differentiation with respect to the dimensionless 

Euclidean momentum variable t. Note that this term docs not depend on the regular piece 

of the axial-vector vertex (9.9) explicitly. 

The second term in Fig. 9. can be calculated in the same way. Nevertheless, the 

final result takes a more complicated form, since the dependence on the regular piece of 

the axial-vector vertex occurs. Omitting all intermediate algebraic manipulations we can 

write the final result as 
ЦЬ)ш&д„&&(Ь) = -jrjz-ul'2 / At(ltABG4(t)-

n(2ff ) 4 J0 4 ( 1 0 5 ) 

- grE[G3(i) - 2A'(t)) - I[G,(i) + J(t)](F - 'oB2)), 

where A(t) = 4( i )£ _ 1 (<) and E = E{i) is shown in eq.(10.4). 

The main problem now is to find a good approximation for arbitrary axial-vector form 

factors Gj(t) (j = 1,2,3,4) in the infrared region. In nonperturbative calculations these 

terms cannot be ignored by saying they are of order y2 as was done in the perturbative 

treatment [10, 11, 60,61]. * 

In this connection let us point out that the difference between the vector and axial-

vector currents disappears in the chiral limit. For this reason let us assume that tin

it can easily be checked that precisely this term leads to the Pagels - Stokar expression 

for the pion decay constant [60] (see also [10, 11, 61]), if one takes into consideration their 

(inverse to our one) parametrization of the quark propagator (9.2). 

The perturbative nature of the Pagels - Stokar approximation for the pion decay 

constant was confirmed recently in Ref. [62]. 
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infrared-finite quark-gluon vertex function at zero momentum transfer (6.3) is a good 

approximation to the regular piece of the axial-vector vertex at zero momentum transfer 

in the chiral limit (9.9). The solution for Гм(р,0) is given by (6.4) and for dimensionless 

variables (6.6) reads as 

««-пи 

M»(t)B- ' (0 
F 4 { t ) - l E(t) ' 

where E(t) is given by (10.4) and the prime denotes the differential with respect to the 

Euclidean dimensionless momentum variable t. 

The axial-vector form factors Gi(t) cannot depend explicitly on the parameter b = 

b(0), so one must identify G<(t) with Fj(f), that is 

Gi{t) = bFi{t), t = 1,2,3,4, (10.7) 

in accordance with the corresponding Ward identities for the axial-vector vertex (after the 

separation of the pole term) and the vector vertex (6.3). We cannot prove relation (10.7), 

but it will be shown later that this assumption leads to very good numerical results for all 

chiral QCD parameters. 

Let us write down now the system of differential equations for the quark propagator 

amplitudes A and В in the chiral limit (m 0 = 0) (6.7) - (6.8) 

л, « П l \ л 2 1 

(10.8) 

where Л is a new coupling constant (6.9). The solutions to this system are 

A(t) = - ( 0 Г2 |exp(-|0 - * + f«} , (10.9) 

B2(t0,t) = 3 e x p ( - j 0 / ° е х р ф ' М 2 ( О Л ' , (10.10) 
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where <o is an arbitrary constant of integration. 

Let us now return to the expression of the pion drcay constant iFn , which is the sum 

of two terms, viz. iF* = D(a) + D(b). Substituting eqs. (10.3) into (10.3) of D(a) and 

the solutions for the axial-vector form factors (10.6) - (10.7) into eq. (10.5) of D(b) one 

obtains finally 
F2 _ i2» 2 , i [°°dt * * 2 ( w ) 
F - ( £ ? M Л У0

 d t {tA2(t)) + B2(t0,t)Y ( 1 0 1 1 ) 

where we denote the pion decay constant F„ in the chiral limit by F in accordance with 

Refs. [63] and [64]. As was pointed out above the exact solutions for A(t) and B(t) 

approach the free propagator solutions. For this reasons the expression (10.11) for F 

diverges at the upper limit. In order to define this integral it is necessary to introduce a 

cut-off, which should be identified with the arbitrary constant of integration in order to 

obtain a minimum of the effective potential [see Section. 7.}. So (10.11) should read 

F = W " A / . * ( M > ( I ) ) + B»(I,.I)> ( 1 0 , 2 ) 

and at first sight it may seem that this expression depends on three parameters: the mass 

parameter /t , the dimensionless coupling constant Л, and ta. 

Let us introduce new parameters by the relations 

(10.13) 2 , 2 , *o, к2 

fi2 

in terms of which we recast (10.11) as 

E*_JL, 2 ,-» f"A, zB2{z0,z) 
{zf,2(z)) + B2(z0,z)y (10.14) 

where 

and 

So that 

g(z) = z'2(exp(-z)-l + z) (10.15) 

B'(z0,z) = Зехр(-2г) / °exp(2z')g2(z')dz'. (10.10) 
J* 

±A(t) = -g(z) (10.17) 
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and 

^В 2(го,0 = В 2(-о,г). (10.18) 

(Some В3(гц,г) functions are shown in Fig. 10). 

Thus instead of three parameters /<, Л and to the pion decay constant F now depends 

only on two independent parameters: the dimensional boundary value momentum Jfco> and 

dimensionless parameter z0. Despite the fact that in our consideration the mass parameter 

ft has been introduced "by-hand", such a decrease in the number of independent parame

ters is also a direct manifestation of "dimensional transmutation" [65]. This phenomenon 

occurs whenever a massless theory acquires masses dynamically. It is a general feature of 

spontaneous symmetry breaking in field theories. 

The first probable estimations of the pion decay constant and the dynamical quark 

mass within confining quark propagator models were given in Ref.fll]. Later, various 

static properties of the pion and quark condensates within the noncovariant, instantaneous 

ladder approximations to the Bethe-Salpeter equation were calculated in Refs.[13, 14, 66] 

and within the dual QCD in Ref. [19]. The short-distance contributions to the estimations 

of DCSB and the pion properties have been discussed in Refs. [10, 60, 61] by rather crude 

approximations to the low energy behaviour of the quark propagator. 

As is well known the order parameter of the DCSB-quark condensate can also be 

expressed in terms of the quark propagator scalar function B(p2). 

*{«) = (0|fg|0> = J -0P TrS(p). (10.19) 

Let us write down the final result expressed in the new variables (10.13) 

(Ь)о =-~k3

0z;3/2J'°dzzB(zo,z), (10.20) 

where for light quarks in the chiral limit 

(qq)0 = (OMO)o = (0|3d|0)0 = ( 0 N 0 ) o 

by definition. B{zo,z) again is given by eq.(10.16). The dynamical quark mass M (9.6) 

reads in the new variables (10.13) as 

M = k0{z0B2(z0,0)}-i/2, (10.21) 
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where £3(zo,0) is given by (10.16) at zero point. 
Let us consider now the coupling constant of the pseudoscalar density to the pion, 

which is defined as follows 

№ t t у « И 0 ) ) = G.Ä«. (10.22) 

Similar to the pion decay constant (10.1) the analytical expression for this matrix 
element is 

GnP = f $$Тг{г» ( j ) S(p)<?S(p,p)S(p)}, (10.23) 

where the trace over Dirac and color indices is understood. Taking into consideration (9.2) 
for the quark propagators, (9.4), (9.8) and (9.10) for the pion wave function GJ

b{p,p) at 
zero momentum transfer, by substitution AJ —• r', one can easily evaluate (10.23) as 

G. x F. = - 1 * / ( l ^ i X - P 1 ) = - / ÉfrTrSW. (10.24) 

Comparing this with the definition of the quark condensate (10.19), one obtains the 
well-known current algebra result 

G » x F f = -(qq) (10.25) 

and in the chiral limit, we have 

G X F = -2(qq)0, (10.26) 

where similar to F, we denote Gw in the chiral limit as G. In chiral perturbation theory 
[64] there is a second low energy constant B, which is determined as 

(Й)о = ~**В О 0 2 7 ) 

and measures the vacuum expectation value of the scalar densities in the chiral limit [67]. 
It is precisely this constant that determines the meson mass expansion in the general case. 
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11. Numerical results 

Momentum Jbo is a free parameter of our approach while the dimensionless auxiliary 

parameter z0 can be determined from the dynamical quark mass M. Unfortunately, the 

exact value of M is not known. Varying now M and Jbo numerically one can calculate the 

pion decay constant F and the quark condensate, respectively. The pion decay constant 

in the chiral limit F cannot exeed its physical value 

F < Fw = 93.3 MeV. (11.1) 

Since the physical value for the quark condensate is not known let us assume that the 

quark condensate (10.20) satisfies in the chiral limit a probable upper boundary value 

condition 

(й)! / 3 ^ - 2 ° ° M * v ( 1 1 2 ) 
in agreement with other estimates (see below). 

The numerical results of our calculations are shown in Figs. 11-14. In Figs. 11 and 

13 the F and (qq)0 values are drawn only for the most reasonable region of the dynamical 

quark mass, namely 

200 MeV < M < 400 MeV. (11.3) 

From Fig. 11 and Fig. 13 it follows that the momentum Jfco always satisfies the upper 

and lower boundary value condition fco < 775 MeV and k0 > 635 MeV, respectively. 

Evidently, momentum fco can be treated as a momentum which separates the nonpertur-

bative phase (region) from the perturbative phase (region), so that in the region obtained 

for ко the nonperturbative effects begin to play a dominant role. It is the region deter

mining a scale at which confinement occurs. From now on, let us call this region for ко а 

confinement region (in the chiral limit) and denote it as 

635 MeV < Лс < 775 MeV. (11.4) 

The confinement scale Лс determines a scale of nonperturbative dynamics ín QCD. To 

establish the exact value of Лс is the same as establishing the exact value of the dynamical 

quark mass within our dynamical quark propagator method. 
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Theoretical [68] and phenomenological [69] estimates of a scale at which confinement 

and other nonperturbative effects begin to play a dominant role satisfies our boundary 

value conditions (11.4) for Л с obtained numerically within our approach to QCD at large 

distances. 

It is easy to see that the upper boundary value conditions for F (11.1) and the quark 

condensate (11.2), together with the range selected for the dynamical quark mass (11.3), 

determine the regions of the possible values for the pion decay constant F and the quark 

condensate in the chiral limit. These regions are shown in Figs. 11 and 13, respectively. 

Evidently, not all combinations of M and k0 from region for F (Fig. 11) lead to simul

taneously good values for the quark condensate (Fig. 13) and vice versa, but all good 

combinations of M and k0 would certainly belong to these regions. The upper boundary 

value (11-1) of F leads to the lower boundary value of the quark condensate and the upper 

boundary value (11.2) of the quark condensate leads to the lower boundary value of F, so 

that one obtains 

71.5 < F < 93.3 {MeV) (11.5) 

and 

-256 < {qq)l/3 < -200 {MeV), (11.6) 

respectively. If the upper boundary values were to be decreased (increased) then corre

spondingly the lower boundary values would increase(decrease). A recent estimation of F 

by Gasser,Gerber and Leutwyler [63, 64] 

F = 88.3 ± 1.1 MeV (11.7) 

satisfies our boundary value condition (11.5). 

Estimations of the quark condensate by Gasser and Letitwyler [70] and Reinders ct, 

al. [71] 

ШТ = -(225 ± 25) MeV (11.8) 

are also in very good agreement with our boundary value condition (11.6). 

In conclusion, it should be underlined that the dynamical picture depends on the 

selected range for the dynamical quark masses. If this range decreases(increa«ics) then all 
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the other regions (and corresponding ranges ) also decrease (increase). So, if the interval 

of the dynamical quark masses is decreased, i.e. 

250 MeV < M < 350 MeV, (11.9) 

then one obtains the following boudary conditions for Л с, F and quark condensate 

655 MeV < Л с < 750 MeV 

77.5 < F < 93.3 (MeV) 

and 

-230 MeV < (g 9)J / 3 < -200 MeV, 

respectively. 

Thus, one can conclude that for the reasonable ranges selected for M, it is possible 

to obtain the self-consistent picture of nonperturbative dynamics within our approach to 

QCD at large distances. The proposed dynamical quark propagator method can be applied 

with the same success for investigating analytically and computing numerically any low 

energy physical quantity in a self-consistent way. It is pointed out that if one adopts 

Holstein's value for the pion decay constant Fn = 92.4 MeV [72] instead of the standard 

93.3 MeV, our results would be slightly improved. 

12. Conclusions 

To summarize, we have discussed a general, gauge-invariant and nonperturbative ap

proach to QCD at large distances. Assuming the self-consistency of the confining Ansatz 

(2.5) for the full gluon propagator in the infrared region, we have proved quark confine

ment in a gauge-invariant way. The precise definition of the singularity (2.5) in the sense 

of the distribution theory allows us to propose and develop a method for extracting the 

infrared-finite Green's functions in QCD. For this purpose we have worked out a renor-

malization program in order to cancel all the infrared nonperturbative divergences; it is 

thus possible to obtain a close set of the SD equations and corresponding ST identities in 



the quark sector. Moreover, the correct treatment of such strong singularity (2.5) by the 

guage-invariant dimensional regularization method within the distribution theory, made 

it possible to demonstrate explicitly the multiplicative renormalizability of the nonpertur-

bative infrared divergences within our approach to QCD at-large distances. 

We find three and only three confinement-type solutions for the quark propagator 

in the infrared region (quark confinement theorem). Two of these solutions arc infrared-

vanishing solutions (after the removal of the infrared regulation parameter). The third 

solution is the infrared-finite one, but it has no pole and it implies dynamically chiral 

symmetry breakdown. In this way, we establish a close relationship between these nonper-

turbative effects in the infrared region. We discover the essential role of the ghost degrees 

of freedom in nonperturbative dynamics in QCD at large distances. We show that for 

covenant gauges the complications due to ghost contributions can be considerable in our 

approach. 

We discover also that our approach implies the existence of a characteristic scale (Лс) 

at which confinement and other nonperturbative effects begin to play a dominant role. If 

QCD confines, then such a characteristic scale must certainly exist. The infrared-finite 

quark propagator, we obtain0«, depends only on one arbitrary constant of integration <o 

which, as we find, is closely related to the confinement scale. On the other hand, this 

constant must be identified with the ultraviolet cut-off in order to obtain a minimum 

of the effective potential. So that our solution, in general, depends on two independent 

parameters, which have a clear physical sense: t0 is related to the confinement scale Ac nnd 

A is a new QCD coupling constant - renormalized with the help of the ghost contributions 

at zero point (6.9). Our approach provides a completely determined calculable scheme 

in order to compute numerically any physical quantity from low energy physics in a self-

consistent way. If the main idea of QCD sum rules [71, 73] is to approach the ocean 

of nonperturbativity by swimming down the river of perttirbativity (starting from the 

asymptotical freedom side), then our approach makes it possible to swim in the waves of 

this ocean, and not only to swim, but also to dive rather deeply into its waves. In other 

words, these two independent approaches must complement each other. 

What is not examined in this paper is the extension of our approach beyond the 
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quark sector of QCD apart from the BS kernel in Section 8. The SD equations for higher 

Green's functions contain a wide variety of complex scattering kernels [2,46]: we have not 

yet succeeded in obtaining results from these kernels. But in any case, the self-consistent 

treatment of the quark sector alone provides a successful computational program for low 

energy physics. Due to the close connection between bifurcation and symmetry breaking 

[74], the bifurcation treatment of the general system (6.7-6.8) would be also interesting. 

At first sight, our dynamical quark propagator can be improved by including the 

Coulomb tail (shorts distances contributions) into the decomposition of the full gluon 

propagator (2.3), but it is not known how to treat consistently the corresponding proper 

quark-gluon vertex function in this case. Any approximation in treating of this vertex 

destroys, of course, the gauge-invariance of our approach. In this connection, let us em

phasize again that we confirm numerically our expectation that the main contribvtion to 

the values of the various physical parameters comes from the large distances whereas the 

contributions from the short and intermediate distances can only be treated as perturba-

tive corrections. 

The quark condensate is not a directly measured experimental quantity, as is the pion 

decay-constant. We took the upper boundary value for it (11.2) from QCD sum rules 

[71, 73] and obtained a fair agreement with our other numerical results. Nevertheless, 

it is worthwhile to compute numerically within our approach the second experimentally 

measured quantity, e.g. the pion charge radius [75]. If then, these two experimentally 

good numbers (pion decay constant and its charge radius) are combined one will be able 

to fix reliably two independent parameters of our dynamical quark propagator approach. 

At the same time, this will make it possible to obtain reliable numerical values for the 

confinement scale and for the quark condensate. 

The authors would like to thank K. Szegő, A. FVenkel, J. Révai, К. Tóth, P. Hraskó 

and other members of the Theoretical Department of the RMKI for their constant interest, 
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Figure Captions. 

Fig.l. Quark SD equation. 

Fig.2. Ghost self-energy SD equation with definition b,(Jk2) = ik7b(-k2). 

Fig.3. Skeleton expansion for the ghost-quark scattering kernel. 

Fig.4. Ghost-gluon scattering kernel. 

Fig.5. Decomposition of the ghost-gluon vertex. 

Fig.6. BS equation for the flavoured mesons. 

Fig.7. Skeleton expansion for the BS kernel. 

Fig.8. BS equation in the "generalized ladder" approximation. 

Fig.9. Exact expression for the pion decay constant Fw in the current algebra. Here 

(?5, S and Jlp are the pion-quark bound-state wave function, the quark propagator and 

the axial-vector current, respectively. The slash denotes differentiation with respect to 

momentum qv and setting q„ = 0. 

Fig.lO. Typical behaviour of the dynamical mass function D2(zo, г) in the nonperturbative 

region at confinement scale Л с = 700 MeV. 

Fig.l 1. Pion decay constant F as a function of Jfco. Л с is the confinement scale. 

Fig. 12. Pion decay constant F as a function of dynamical quark mass M. 

Fig. 13. Quark condensate (qq)0 as a function of ко. Ас

 ifi the confinement scale. 

Fig. 14. Quark condensate (qq)l as a function of M. 
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